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Assembly Instructions for Clamping Morency Rests to the Work Surface:
Mounting Clamp Bracket Models C412 & C44 (All Variations)
Parts Listing

Quantity

Diagram I.D.

Spacer
Metal Plate
Rubber Spots
Allen Head Bolts
Allen Wrench

1
1
3
2
1

A
B
C
D
Not Shown

Verify that your package contains the parts listed above. If any parts are missing, please contact your distributor for
replacements.
1. Remove the Morency Rest (not Included) from its packaging. Place the Rest on the work surface with the fabric side
down. Either the curved portion of the Curved Rest or the sloped side of the Straight Rest should be towards you for
assembly.
2. Pick up the spacer (A). Note that one side of it is sloped slightly. This feature gives the clamp its clamping action.
Place the spacer on the rubber backing of the Morency Rest, be sure that the angled surface is up and sloping away
from you. This surface is marked: "THIS SIDE UP" and must contact the metal plate when assembled. Align the
holes in the spacer with the holes in the bottom of the Rest. Please refer to the photo above for proper assembly
orientation.
3. Peel off the adhesive paper on the back of the rubber spots (C). (Note: Clean room applications do not use rubber
spots for friction. A clean room clamp uses sheet metal screws for friction.) Attach the 3 spots on one side of the
metal plate, evenly spaced on the edge, away from the two holes in the plate. Place the plate on top of the spacer,
with the spots facing down. (Screw points facing down on cleanroom models) All holes must be aligned.
4. Insert the two screws (D) into the holes of the metal plate, through the
spacer. Start the screws with your fingers only into the threads in
the Rest! Make sure that the bolts turn freely into the Rest's threaded
inserts. You need to spin them in 6-7 turns WITH FINGERS ONLY!
If they seem to stick a bit or are tight, back them out. Apply some soap
to the threads to lubricate the threads. Do not use the Allen wrench to
force the threads! Forcing the threads with the Allen wrench will
damage the rest and is NOT covered by our guarantee! If you cannot
start the threads by hand, return the rest and clamp for replacement. Do
not tighten them at this time. Pick up the Morency Rest with the clamp
attached. Slide the clamp carefully over the edge of the work surface.
It should seat against the edge of the work surface.
5. Align the Rest with the keyboard. Personal preference on exact location varies. Check for comfortable positioning
prior to final tightening. Use an Allen Wrench (E) to tighten the clamp screws when you are satisfied with the
location of the rest.
NOTE: This clamp is not designed to be removed without loosening the clamping screws. Sliding the clamp off the
work surface without loosening the screws may damage the MorencyRest's rubber backing and the non-slip spots on
the metal plate. Damage to your work surface may also occur.

